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This study grew from an attempt to give a local analysis of matroid base 
graphs. A neighborhood-preserving covering of graphs p:G -+ N is one such 
that p restricted to every neighborhood in G is an isomorphism. This concept arises 
naturally when considering graphs with a prescribed set of local properties. A 
characterization is given of all connected graphs with two local properties: (a) 
there is a pair of adjacent points, the intersection of whose neighborhoods does 
not contain three mutually nonadjacent points; (b) the intersection of the neigh- 
borhoods of points two apart is a 4-cycle. Such graphs have neighborhoods of 
the form K, x K, for fixed n, M and are either complete matroid base graphs 
or are their images under neighborhood-preserving coverings. if 31 ; 331, the 
graph is unique; if 12 = m, there are n - 3 such images which are nontrivial. 
These examples prove that no set of properties of bounded diameter can charac- 
terize matroid base graphs. 
Given a matroid M one may associate with it a graph B(M), the base graph 
of 24, whose points are the bases of M, Two bases are adjacent if they differ 
in one element. Base graphs are a generalization of tree graphs, which were 
devised as an engineering tool for network and system theory appi~ca~ions 
P, 4. 
In [5, 71 it is shown that the base graphs B(MJ and B(MJ are isomorphic 
if and only if the matroids MI and n/c, are equivalent (in a sense made precise 
in the references). Thus, loosely speaking, studying the base graph amounts 
to studying the matroid itself. 
Locally, base graphs are restricted by the fact that nearby points are bases 
differing in few elements. For example, neighborhoods, that is, subgraphs 
* The first and third named authors acknowledge the gracious and constructive at- 
mosphere of the Programa LAM, Universidad Tecnica de1 Estado, Santiago de Chile, 
where much of this work was done during 1972-1973. 
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induced on the set of points adjacent to a given one, are always induced 
subgraphs of some fixed K, x K,,, . Second, the exchange axiom for bases 
leads one to the quadrangle rule, a condition on the intersection of the 
neighborhoods of points two apart. 
Maurer [7] has given a graph-theoretical characterization of base graphs 
using the two local conditions mentioned and an awkward global “positioning 
condition” which restricts the pattern of points at various distances from a 
reference point to certain configurations. He then conjectures a number of 
ways to weaken the hypothesis. One would certainly like a local character- 
ization of base graphs, perhaps replacing the positioning condition by a small 
family of forbidden subgraphs. 
One’s hopes are defeated by an elementary example (Theorem 2.3), which 
shows that no set of conditions of bounded diameter is sufficient to charac- 
terize base graphs. This example is the image graph N, in a graph covering 
p: B,,, - H, , where B,., is the base graph of a complete matroid. The 
covering map p preserves neighborhood structures; in fact, it preserves all 
sets of a diameter that increases with n. 
The present work derives from an attempt to incorporate the above- 
mentioned counterexample into a larger class of graphs than the base graphs 
and for which a local characterization is indeed possible. Unfortunately it is 
only in the narrow setting of the complete matroid base graphs that we obtain 
definitive results. 
Essentially we are interested here in connected graphs with two local 
properties: (a) neighborhoods are all I(, x K, for fixed n, YIZ, and (b) the 
intersection of the neighborhoods of points two apart is always a 4-cycle. 
Actually, fairly simple arguments allow us to weaken these hypotheses a good 
deal. One may require instead of (a) only that for some pair of adjacent 
points, the intersection of their neighborhoods does not contain three mutually 
nonadjacent points. Viewed thus, hypothesis (b) dominates, since the 
weakened (a) is true of all base graphs, not just the complete ones. On the 
other hand, one may replace (b) by the assumption that the intersection of 
the neighborhoods of points two apart has order at most 5, suggesting that (a) 
dominates. Finally one need not assume n, m fixed. 
Previous work on this problem, though without reference to matroids, can 
be found in [9, lo], where the cases n = 3 and n + m > 2n(n - 1) f 4 are 
considered. These authors use no structural hypotheses like ours, only weaker 
numerical ones, and we do not know if they are sufficient for our theorem. 
In Section 2 we discuss “neighborhood-preserving” coverings, those like 
the covering p mentioned above, with an eye to classifying the graphs which 
are images under such coverings of complete matroid base graphs. Theorem 
2.15 gives the result: when 71 # m, the trivial covering, and when n = m, 
a family of y1 - 3 nontrivial cases. We also show that nontrivial neighborhood- 
preserving coverings destroy the base graph property. The section includes 
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some auxiliary results relating graphs with the quadrangle rule, neighborhood- 
preserving coverings, and a homotopy-like concept defined by Maurer that 
we call M-homotopy. We remark that coverings and the associated examples 
do not arise in the special cases considered in [9, 101 mentioned above. 
In Section 3 we prove our main results (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) that any 
connected graph with the above-mentioned weakened forms of the two local 
properties (a) and (b) is the image under a neighborhood-preserving cover 
of a complete matroid base graph. The result shows that our local properties 
together with a simple global property, number of points, characterize this 
type of base graph. 
Since every base graph is an induced subgraph of a complete matroid base 
graph, one might expect a strong generalization of these results to a larger 
class of base graphs. Section 4 contains some counterexamples to the most 
liberal of such generalizations; however, we have little more to say along 
this line. 
The combinatorial graph theory that arose in this work, especially in 
the examples, suggests a number of interesting avenues of investigation- 
Fsr example, the type of restrictions on neighborhoods and intersections 
of neighborhoods that we consider severely limits the graphs, but not in 
general to just one kind (cf. Fig. 2 and Section 4). In particular, the quadrangle 
rule merits a careful study. We note as a curiousity that all the graphs 
appearing in this article are Hamiltonian. 
We would like to thank Jean Arrigo for substantial help with Section 2, 
including the ideas for Theorem 2.10 and the proof of Theorem 2.15. We also 
63. Norton for preliminary discussions of conjectures that led to the 
main theorem. 
Guided by Whitney [g] we define a matroid by its bases. A finite nonempty 
set L of elements and a nonempty family B of subsets of L, called bases, 
constitute a matroid M(L, B) if (i) all elements of B are the same size, the rank 
of B, and (ii) for any b, b’ E B and any element x E E, there exists an element 
y E b’ such that b - x + y E B. 
Given any matroid M(L, B) we can dehne the family B* = {L - b 1 b E Es’] 
and obtain a new matroid, M(L, B*) = M*(L, B), called the dual of M(L, B). 
The complete matroid, M,,,, , is formed by the family of all subsets of size M 
of a set of n + m elements. It follows that A$&,, = 1M,,., and that the 
complete matroids M,,, are self-dual. 
We generally follow the standard definitions and terminology for graphs 
used in 131. Thus the point set of a graph G is V(G), and if z’, w  E V(G) are 
joined by a line of G, they are said to be adjacent, written u - pi. The distant,: 
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in G between the points v and w  is denoted by d(v, w). We let K, denote the 
complete graph on n points and write K, x K;, as any graph isomorphic 
to one given by an n x m rectangular array of points, where two distinct 
points are adjacent if and only if they lie in the same row or the same column. 
We define the closed r-neighborhood of the point v to be the subgraph 
induced in G by (w E V(G) / d(v, w) < r} and denote it by 8?(v). The r- 
neighborhood of thepoint v, N,(v), is obtained from the closed r-neighborhood 
by deleting u and its incident lines, i.e., N,(v) = fir(v) - v. We usually denote 
N,(v) by N(v) and call it the neighborhood ofv. For ease of notation we often 
write w  E N(v) instead of w  E V(N(v)). 
A graph G satisfies (or has) the quadrangle rule if for all v, w  E V(G) with 
d(v, w) = 2, then N(v) n N(w) is an induced subgraph of the cycle with four 
points C, containing two nonadjacent points; i.e., it is either (i) C, itself, 
(ii) a path with three points, or (iii) two isolated points. If only case (i) 
occurs, G satisfies the strong quadrangle rule. 
The base graph B(M) of a matroid M is the graph whose points are the 
bases of M, where two distinct points b and b’ are adjacent whenever there 
are elements x and y such that b - x = b’ - y. In general, it is not necessary 
to differentiate between a base b as a subset of L or as a point of B(M), and 
at times we will refer to the base b as the label of the point b. We denote by 
B n,m the base graph of the complete matroid M,,, , i.e., B,,, = B(M%,,). 
The following lemma is easily proved using property (ii) of the definition 
of matroids and induction on distance. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let M(L, B) be a matroid and b, b’ E V(B(M)). Then, in B(M), 
d(b, b’) = k if and only if 1 b j - 1 b n b’ j = k. 
Using this lemma with k = 2 and property (ii) of the definition of matroids 
it is easy to see that every base graph satisfies the quadrangle rule. Indeed, 
the graphs B,,,, satisfy the strong quadrangle rule. However, not all graphs 
with the quadrangle rule are base graphs. Figure 1 shows the smallest such 
graph (as shown by brute force methods); that it is not a base graph can be 
seen by trying to label it using the quadrangle rule (cf. Section 4). 
A base graph represents a unique matroid up to equivalence, the equivalence 
class being essentially constituted by isomorphic matroids and their duals. 
For a fuller explanation of these concepts see [5], in which the following 
proposition is precisely explained. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M, and M2 be two matroids. Then B(M,) and B(M,) 
are isomorphic if and only if MI and M, are equivalent. 
As mentioned in the introduction, one goal of this paper is to consider to 
what extent local properties characterize base graphs. In the case of the 
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FIG. 1. A non-base graph with the quadrangle rule. 
B n,m 7 it was originally thought that the properties in the following easy 
lemma would sufhce. 
b3MMA 1.3. The base graphs B,,, are connected graphs with the strong 
quadrangle rule in which every neighborhood is a K, x rC,, ~ 
2. NEIGHBORHOOD-PRESERWFK~ COVERINGS 
When we require a graph to have the quadrangle rule and ~e~g~bori~~o 
contained in some K, x K, we place local restrictions on it with far- 
reaching graph-theoretical consequences. Nevertheless, Theorem 2.7 below 
shows that local properties are not sufficient for a characterization of base 
graphs. At least in the case of the complete base graphs, however, the 
natural local properties given in Lemma 1.3 do serve to characterize a slightly 
larger class of graphs than the base graphs, those generated from base 
graphs by certain neighborhood-preserving coverings of graphs. We devote 
this section to an analysis of these coverings. 
A quotient mapp.ing of graphs p: G + H is a surjection on the point sets 
such that u - w  in H if and only if there exist b, c E V(G) with b - c and 
p(b) = v, p(c) = w. Given an equivalence relation E on V(6;) there is a 
unique adjacency relation on the E-classes of V(G) such that 2: F+ E-class of z: 
is a quotient (whose image may, in general, have multiple edges or self-loops). 
A quotient mapping is a covering if, in addition, the degrees of points are 
preserved. A covering gives rise in a natural way to a topological covering 
of the associated l-complexes. We give [6] as a general reference for our 
occasional uses of covering space theory. Let vOzll ..* z), be a path in 3% A 
lifting of the path is a path b,b, ... b, in G with p(b,) = vi 9 i = O,..., II. If 
p: G -+ His a covering and p(b) = v,, , there always exists a un@e lifting of 
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VOVl ... v, to a path in G with initial point b. This implies that a covering of 
connected graphs is everywhere k to 1 for some fixed k. 
A neighborhood-preserving covering @P-covering) p: G + H is a covering 
such that for all b E V(G), p restricted to N(b) gives an isomorphism with 
N(p(b)). NP-coverings are, in a sense, as numerous as coverings since if 
p: G + His a covering and Gr , HI are obtained from G and H by putting a 
point in the middle of every line, one obtains, with the obvious extension, 
an NP-covering pl: G, -+ HI . Our interest in NP-coverings stems, however, 
from prior restrictions on the neighborhood structures in G. 
We collect some immediate properties in two omnibus lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p: G + H be a covering. 
(a) p is an NP-covering if and only iffor b, c E V(G), d(b, c) = d(p(b), 
p(c)) whenever d(b, c) < 2. 
(b) p is an NP-covering if and only ifd(b, c) > 4 whenever p(b) = p(c), 
with b # c. 
(c) More generally, let t > 4 be minimal such that there exist b, c with 
d(b, c) = t and p(b) = p(c). Then p restricted to any induced subgraph of G 
of diameter < t - 1 is an isomorphism. Furthermore, p restricted to fi’,(b) is 
an isomorphism for s < [t/2] - 1 and all b E V(G). 
(d) With notation as in (c), there exists b E V(G) such that p restricted 
to &‘[,,,l(b) is not an isomorphism. 
Proof. p is an NP-covering if and only if it preserves distances in all 
neighborhoods. These are distances 1 and 2, whence (a). If d(v, w) = 3 one 
has a path vxyw, so that p(v) = p(w) implies p(v) -p(y), thus altering N(X). 
This gives half of (b). The other implication is contained in (c). With the 
hypothesis in (c), p(v) -p(w) yields d(v, w) > t - 1, giving the first state- 
ment of(c). For the second statement, note that if v, w  E as(d), thenp(v) -p(w) 
implies 2s >, t - 1 and use the fact that 2s < t - 1 is equivalent to 
s < [t/2] - 1. 
To prove (d), let d(v, v’) = t with p(v) = p(v’). If t is even, take b to be a 
point with d(v, v’) = t withp(v) = p(v’). If t is even, take b to be a point with 
d(b, v) = d(b, v’) = [t/2]. If t is odd, let b be such that d(b, v) = [t/2] = 
d(b, w) with w  - v’. In the first case, p restricted to fir&b) is not l-l, while 
in the second case, p(v) N p(w) but v + w. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let p: G -+ H be an NP-covering. Then: 
(a) For any v E V(H), p-l(N(v)) is the disjoint union of copies of N(v). 
(b) Every lifting of a triangle is a triangle. 
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(c) Let b,b,b,b,b, be a lifting of the cycle v1v2v3v4v1 in H. Then bl - b, 
ifv, N v,; i.e., one of the cycles is an induced Ce if and only if the other is. 
(d) Let G or Hhave the quadrangle rule. Then the other has the quadrac?gle 
rule if and o&y if C4’s in H lzyt to C4’s in 6, i.e., if and only $the constant i OJ 
Lemma 2.1(c) is greater than 4. 
Proof: (a), (b), and (c) are immediate. For (d), we assume Cd’s lift to CJ’s. 
Let d(o, w) = 2 in H, with v - x W. w  and let bed be a lifting. Setting 
N = N(b) n N(d), we have p(N) = N(v) n N(W) s N. Tn fact, p(A’) s N 
by the NP-property, and if x’ E N(v) n N(w), then any lifting of the Ca 
uxwx‘v to bcdc’b forces c’ E N. Thus G has the quadrangle ru!e if and only 
if N does. 
Conversely, let G and H have the quadrangle rule, and let vxwx’v be a Cg 
in H. If x - x’ then a lift of the C4 is a lifting of triangles and the result 
follows from (b). Otherwise, if bcdc’b’ is a lifting, we have d(b, d) = 2, 
whence by the quadrangle rule there is a point e + c in N(b) n N(d). If e ,- c, 
then N(p(e)) contains (v, x, w, x’] and again by the F&‘-property the C, lifts 
to a Ca_ in N(e). If d(e, c) = 2, then by the quadrangle rule in p(e) = x’, 
whence e = cl, b = b’. 
The last part follows by mapping down a path VVJX~Z, zj i z, whose 
endpoints have the same image. 
We present our basic example in the following theorem. Tt follows im- 
mediately from 2. I(c). 
THEOREM 2.3 Let B,,, be the base graph of the complete mafroid lkf9%,, . 
For b E V(B,,,), let 6 = (b, b*), where b* is the complement of b. q%ze 
6-Z ifandonly ifb - c or b N c*. Denote by H, the resulting quotievz 
graph of B,,, . Then p: B,,, -+ H, given by p(b) = 6 is a covering for al! 
n 3 3, andpreserves ([n/2] - I)-neighborhoodsfor n > 4, 
tbKuARY 2.4. Let B _C B,,, be the base graph of a self-dual submatroid 
of Ad,,,, . Then p: B,,, -+ H, restricted to B preserves (‘n/2] - I)-neigh” 
borhoods. 
We remark that H3 ss K,,, , and that H, has the quadrangle rule if and only 
if n > 4 (by Lemma 2.2(d)). In fact, for n = 4, N(v) n N(w) is a 
union of tws C4’s for all v, w  E V(H) with d(v, W) = 2. Corollary 2.4 can be 
applied in particular to the n-cube, where it is easy to see that the quotient is 
the (12 - I)-cube with the major diagonals added to the set of adjacencies. 
The examples of Theorem 2.3 are interesting because of the following. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let p: B -+ H be an NP-covering which is not an isomor- 
phism, and suppose B is a base graph. Then His not a base graph. 
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Proof. We use the following facts on constructing a labeling for B [5, 71: 
for any b E V(B), N(b) determines (possibly nonuniquely) integers m, IZ such 
that N(b) C K, x K, and a class of possible labels for &(b) from M,,, . 
All of these can be extended uniquely to a labeling of all of B which exhibits B 
as a base graph. In fact, for i = 1,2,... and any c ~a~,,@) - ai(b), there 
exist b, , b, , b, with b, E fit-,(b), b, , bz E ai - SC-,(b), such that b, , bl , 
c, bz induces a C, . Then the label on c is uniquely given by (b,’ n b,‘) u 
(b,’ - b,‘) u (b,’ - bo’), where bj’ is the label on bj , j = 0, 1, 2. 
Now if p: B -+ His an NP-covering and b E B, then by the above a labeling 
of H may begin in N(p(b)) such that for all ~1 E N(p(b)), if v = p(c) with 
c E N(b), then the label of v = the label of c. We extend the labeling to 
p(~dG dUb))>... as above by mapping down the induced C4’s. If p is 
nontrivial, eventually we find c E V(B), c f b, with p(c) = p(b), forcing two 
labels for p(b). 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 show that the graphs H, are not base graphs but 
share all their local properties. 
THEOREM 2.6. There is no set of conditions of bounded diameter which is 
suficient to characterize base graphs. 
Proof. If r is the largest diameter of the conditions, and n - 1 > r, then 
since r-diameter subsets of H, are isomorphic to those of B,,, (Lemma 2.1(c)), 
the conditions are satisfied in H, if and only if they are satisfied in B,,, . 
Maurer’s characterization of base graphs [7] does in fact depend on a 
condition of unbounded diameter, the awkward “positioning condition.” 
The graphs H, offer counterexamples to any number of futile conjectures to 
weaken this condition, including Conjectures 2 and 3 of Maurer’s thesis [7]. 
Since that time Maurer [personal communication] has also discovered the 
Kl. 
Coverings such as B,,, --f H,n are produced by automorphisms of the 
covering graph. We proceed now to a consideration of this type of covering 
in the present context. 
Let p: G + H be a covering. Then p is regular if for every closed path C 
in H either every lifting of C to G is closed or no such lifting is closed. From 
elementary algebraic topology [6] one has 
PROPOSITION 2.7. A covering p: G -+ H is regular if and only if there is a 
group of automorphisms A of G such that the preimages of points v E V(H) are 
the orbits of A. 
Given a group of automorphisms A of G, we denote by p: G -+ G/A the 
natural quotient map whose fibers are the A-orbits. Not all such quotients 
are coverings, but they do yield bona tide graph coverings whenever the value 
t of Lemma 2.1(c) is greater than 2. 
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As a further use of Lemma 2.1 (c) we construct via a~tomorphisms another 
class of nonbase graphs with good local properties. 
EX.~MPLE 2.8. Let X, ,..., X, be disjoint sets of order s. Take oi IQ be a 
cyclic permutation of order s on Xi . Then Q = (ul ,...) gn) acts on E = 
X, v ... w  X, . Let B consist of those (12 - I)-subsets of L containing one 
element from each of n -- 1 of the Xi . The permutation D acts on B and in 
the associated base graph we have d(b, o(b)) = IZ - I. Thus by Lemma 2.1 (c), 
the covering 3 --f B/(o) preserves [$(n - 3)]-neighborhoods. In this example 
B is given by the trees of a multigraph. One may avoid this by enlarging B to 
include atso those (n - l)-subsets containing two elements from one of the 
Xi and one from each of IZ - 3 others. Then, of course, d(bg u(b)) 3 n - 2. 
We now proceed to show that most coverings by base graphs are regular. 
This may be done directly, but a homotopy-like concept for graphs defined 
by Maurer [7] arises naturally and is of interest for -coverings of graphs 
with the quadrangle rule. We say that two paths with the same endpoints are 
M-homotopic if one is obtained from the other by a sequence of operations of 
the following types: 
(a) given a triangle uxyv, replace a line q’ in the path by YXJJ or vice 
versa; 
(b) given a C, vxyzv, replace two edges ~xy in the path by vzy; 
cc> given v - x replace v in the path by vxv or vice versa. 
Fixing a point v0 in V(G) and considering closed paths with endpoint at 
v 0, one obtains in the usual way a group structure on the ,M-homotopy 
classes which is independent of base point. We denote the group h(Gj. Note 
that the graphs in Figs. 1 and 3 have 12(G) = (1). We note that the homotopy 
classes of closed paths M-homotopic to 1 and based at u,, form a normal 
subgroup of the usual homotopy group n(G, vJ, Maurer proved the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSTION 2.9. For any base graph B, h(B) = (I). 
Furthermore, he conjectured that perhaps ii(B) = (1) together with the 
quadrangle rule would characterize base graphs. Although the conjecture 
is false (cf. the graphs in Figs. 1 and 3), Theorem 2.16 below sheds some light 
on this situation. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let p: B - N be a NP-covering by a graph with h(B) = 
(1). Assume C4’s in H lifr regularly; i.e., each C, either always l&s to &I C4 
or neizr does. Then p is regular. 
Prooj: By Lemma 2.2(b), triangles lift to triangles and hence lift reguiarly. 
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Let C be a closed path in H. If it has no closed liftings, there is nothing to 
prove. Otherwise, we go by induction on the minimum number m of altera- 
tions of types (a), (b), (c) required to reduce some closed lifting of C to the 
trivial path. Assuming that the result is true for m, let C have a closed lifting 
D = D, for which there is a sequence of M-homotopic closed paths D, , 
D 1 >*-.> D, = 1 reducing D to 1. Thenp(D3 is closed and hence lifts regularly. 
Let now D’ be a lifting of C with initial point b E V(B), and D,’ the closed 
lifting of p(D,) with initial point b. If C = on1 .-a u*zi, then p(D3 differs in at 
most two point from C and is given by vu1 -.* vie1 WL++~ .*. vsv, where W 
represents either the null set (alteration of type (c), in which case vIbl = zj,+J, 
wvitl (type (4, vix (type (b)), vi (type (a>>, or QXQ+~ (type (a)>. In every 
case D~-~WV~+~V~+~V~V~-~ lifts regularly, being formed of triangles, C,‘s, and 
C:s. Thus D1’ coincides with D’ except on the lift of W, and in particular 
their endpoints coincide, whence D’ is closed. 
By Lemma 2.2(d), H has the quadrangle rule if and only if C4’s lift to Cis. 
Thus we have 
COROLLARY 2.11. If p: B -+ H is an NP-covering in which both B and H 
have the quadrangle rule, and ifh(B) = (11, then p is regular. 
COROLLARY 2.12. Let h(B) = (11. Suppose thatfor every b, c E V(B) with 
d(b, c) = 2, N(b) n N(c) is either the path P3 or C, . Then any NP-covering 
p: B + H is regular. 
Proof. Let a C, in H lift to the C, bb,bzb,b in B. Then there is a point c in 
N(b) n N(b,) with b, - c - b, . Thus N(p(c)) contains the C, in Hand hence 
(Lemma 2.2(a)) the C, lifts regularly. 
COROLLARY 2.13. All NP-coverings by B,,, are regular. 
We note that C,‘s do not always lift to C,‘s under regular NP-coverings by 
base graphs, for example, in the case p: B4,4 + H4. 
To complete the classification of NP-coverings by B,,, we need, by 2.13 
and 2.7, to classify Aut B,,, , the group of graph automorphisms. As pointed 
out by Maurer [private communication], the following proposition is an 
immediate corollary of the main theorem in [5]. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Let B be the base graph of M(L, B). Then Aut B, the 
group of graph isomorphisms, is either the group S of permutations of L that 
leave invariant the set of bases or, sometimes ifrank M = rank M*, S x Z/2. 
In particular the Z/2 factor occurs if M = Mn3,, n > 2. 
From 2.14 we conclude that Aut B,,, m Sm+%, the symmetric group on 
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~2 f m objects, if m f n, and if n 3 2, Aut &,, m S,, X <d\ where o(b) = 
b*, the dualizing automorphism. 
THEOREM 2.15. (a) If m + n, any NP-covering p: I?,.,, ---z H is trivial. 
(b) B,,, ~+elds a class of n - 3 nontrivial NP-coaerings. These are quotient 
graphs B,,J<f,.l; where Jr = CJ,, 0 4 is the composition of the dualizing auto- 
morphism # and ur = (12)(34) .a. (2~ - 1, 2r-), a product of Y disjoint trans- 
positiorzs, Y = 0, 1 ,“., n - 4. Furthermore B,,,J(f,) satisfies the qLLadra~~g~e 
rule if and only sf r < n - 5. 
P~oc$ We first show that no nontrivial permutation CT of the elements 
belongs to a group of automorphisms that produces an NP-covering. Let o 
have a representation as a disjoint product of cycles, 
(5 = (4 ,..., a,lNa~,+l ,..., aiJ ‘.. (a,ir-,+l ,‘.., 4,) 
arranged so that a, is in a nontrivial cycle. if i, < n < ij.h ) let b = 
(a, )..~, a$ and we get d(b, u(b)) = 1. If n = ij for some j, then setting 
b = ial 9..., a,, , a n+l) we get 0 < d(b, o(b)) < 2. In either case, 2.1(b) im- 
plies that we do not have an NP-covering. 
In the case of II,,, we must also consider graph autorno~p~~~srns of the 
form G -; <6, a E Szn . Let A be the subgroup of Aut B,,n tbat determines the 
covering. Tf CT 0 4 E A, then (CT 0 4)” = c? 0 $2 = 0.2 E A. bus o8 = 1, if also 
~~4t.4. then T-~OCTEA, so T==u. Hence A=::oa$) with 02=:” 
Suppose 0 = 0, = (12) e*. (2~ - i,2r), a product of P disjoint transpositions. 
Then d(b, CT? 04(b)) > IZ - I’ with ,the value a - r actuaily occurring. Thus 
by Lemma 2.?(c) we get NP-coverings if and only if 0 < /’ < n - 4. 
To check that the resulting graphs are all nonisomorphic, note that the 
diameter of B,,,/(f,) is r + [+(n - r)]. Also by 2.1(c) and (d) the largest 
neighborhoods in B,,, that are always mapped isomorphically into B,.,/(,~,.‘, 
are [i(iz - Y)] - 1 neighborhoods. Now 
I’ f  [&(n - r)] = r + 1 + [J(n - r - 1)j -=2 [g/z - r)J - 1 
+ [$(n - r - 1)J - 1. 
Thus the two invariants r + [$(n - v)] and [f(n - r)] - 1 serve to 
distinguish the graphs. 
The statement about the quadrangle rule follows from Lemma 2.2(d). 
We remark that the quotients B,,J(f,) are ail Hamiltonian. In fact, for 
every base b, 2n E b if and only if 2n $,fY(b). Thus the contraction M’ = 
(it E B,,,, I 317 E b) maps bijectively onto the quotient. From ]4]? B(M) has 
a Hamiltonian path, whose image in the quotient is also Hamiltonian. 
In the next section we classify graphs satisfying certain local conditions as 
being NP-covered by some B,,,, . It is of interest to see precisely which 
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graphs with the quadrangle rule admit an NP-covering by a (possibly infinite) 
graph with the quadrangle rule. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let H be a graph with the quadrangle rule. Then h(H) = (1) 
if and only if H has no nontrivial NP-coverings by (possibly infinite) connected 
graphs with the quadrangle rule. 
Proof. Assume h(H) = 1. By 2.2(b), (d), we can consider NP-coverings 
p: G -+ H in which C3’s and Cd’s lift to C3’s and Cq’s, respectively. Then by 
the argument in 2.10 one sees that if two closed paths in H differ by an 
alteration of type (a), (b), or (c) and if one of them lifts only to closed paths, 
then the other lifts only to closed paths. From h(H) = 1 we deduce that 
every closed path in H lifts only to closed paths. But then the covering is 
trivial. 
Conversely let h(H) # 1. Take v E V(H) as a base point. Let N be the 
normal subgroup of the usual homotopy group r(H, v) consisting of the 
classes of closed paths based at ZJ and M-homotopic to 1. Let p: G --f H be 
the regular covering with p,(r(G)) = N. Then Cz’s, C3’s, and Cd’s are 
images of closed paths in G, whence by regularity they lift only to CZ’s, 
C3)s, Cis. In particular, combining 2.1(b) and 2.2(d), we see that p is an 
NP-covering and that G has the quadrangle rule. 
COROLLARY 2.17. A base graph has no nontrivial NP-coverings by con- 
nected graphs with the quadrangle rule. 
COROLLARY 2.18. Ifp: B ---f His a nontrivial NP-covering by a basegraph 
and H has the quadrangle rule, then h(H) f 1. 
Corollary 2.18 gives an alternative approach to proving Theorem 2.5. 
We should point out that Maurer was also aware of parts of this line of 
development. 
One might be tempted to work out the NP-coverings by the n-cube I’“, 
this base graph being in some sense at the opposite extreme from the complete 
matroid base graph. The situation is more complicated here than for B,,,; 
for example, I6 yields a fourfold NP-covering, as well as essentially four 
types of twofold NP-coverings. Only two of these NP-coverings, both two- 
fold, preserve the quadrangle rule. Unfortunately the main theorem of the 
next section does not generalize to this case (see remarks in Section 4) so 
we omit the details. 
3. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF BASE GRAPHS OF COMPLETE MATROIDS 
The major work of this section is the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. We 
refer to mutually nonadjacent points as independent. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a connected graph with the strong quadrangle rule. 
Assume there exist v, w  in V(H) with v N w  and such that N(v) n N(w) does 
not contain three independent points. Then there exist integers n, m, such that 
every neighborhood of H is a K, x K, , and H has an NP-covering by B,i,ll,. L 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H be a connected graph in which every neighborhood is 
a Kn x L , n, m possibly varyitlg. Assume that if d(v, ~w) = 2 in H, theri 
N(v) n N(w) has at most five points. Then n and m arefixed, and H has an NP- 
covering by B,,,, . 
Our characterizations of complete base graphs are contained in the follow- 
ing two corollaries, which follow directly from the theorems and the resuits 
of Section 2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If H is a graph satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
or 3.2 and the resulting n and m are distinct, then H is isomorphic to B,,, S 
COROLLARY 3.4. As in 3.3, but assume n = m and V(H) f 4(‘2). Then H 
is isomorphic to B,,, . 
The first step in the proof of 3.1 and 3.2 is to reduce them to the following 
clearly weaker theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a connected graph with the strong quadrangle rule 
in which every N(v) is a K, x K,, , n, m fixed. Then H has an NP-covering by 
B R,rrL .
The proof of 3.5 then occupies the latter half of this section. 
One would like to weaken the hypotheses of 3.5 even further than is done 
in 3.1 and 3.2, perhaps to purely numerical data, as in [9, lo]. There they 
require the orders of the N(v), the N(v) n N(w) for ~1 N w, and the N(v) n -N(w) 
for d(v, w) = 2, to be, respectively, nm, IZ + m - 2, and at most 4. As far as 
our own structural hypotheses are concerned, we offer here an example to 
show that Kn x Km neighborhoods do not force the strong quadrangle rule. 
See Section 4 for comments on the converse. 
For our example, we describe a connected graph which is not a base graph, 
but in which the neighborhood of every point is KS x Kz. Its points are 
labeled 0, I,..., 15 and we display in Fig. 2 the neighborhoods of the points 0, 
I, and 2 in the usual matrix form. With patience, one may show that these 
three neighborhoods and the fact that all neighborhoods are of the form 
KS x Kz determine the whole graph. Furthermore, for any two nonadjacent 
points in the graph, the intersection of their neighborhoods is a &cycle C6 . 
We observe that the only choice in describing the graph was in locating the 
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points 10 and 12 in N(2). If these points are interchanged, the KS x KS 
structure forces the complete base graph B,,, . 
1 2 3 0 2 3 0 1 3 
N(0) = 4 5 6 N(1) = 4 10 11 N(2) = 5 12 14 
7 8 9 7 12 13 8 10 15 
FIG. 2. A graph with KS x KS neighborhoods without the quadrangle ruIe. 
Reduction of 3.1 to 3.5 
This breaks down into two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.6. If v hnd w  in Y(H) are adjacent and such that N(v) n N(w) does 
not contain three independent points, then the strong quadrangle rule forces N(v) 
to be a K, x K, . 
Proof. Given X, y in N(v), if they are not adjacent, then d(x, y) = 2. 
The strong quadrangle rule then implies that there exist exactly two points in 
N(v) n N(x) n N(y), and they are nonadjacent. Thus N(v) satisfies a special 
case of the quadrangle rule that we refer to here as the two-point quadrangle 
rule. 
Now in N(v) n N(w), let x N y N z. If d(x, z) = 2, then N(o) n N(x) n 
N(z) contains y N w, a contradiction. Thus one sees that N(v) n N(w) 
consists of a disjoint union of complete graphs &, ,..., KQ i.e., there are 
no adjacencies between members of distinct Kni . The hypothesis of the 
lemma then says that I’ = 1 or r = 2. If P = 1, u and w  together with Kn, is 
a L,+z and N(v) = Knlil x K1 . If r = 2, we will show N(v) is a K, x Km 
with n = n, + 1, m = n2 + 1. 
We think of K, x K, as the usual (n x m)-rectangular array of points, 
letting the first row be w, X, ,..., x,, and the first column be w, yz ,..., yn , 
where K%, = { yz ,..., y,] and Kn, = (xz ,..., x,}. Now for each xi in Knl and 
yj in G, , d(x, , yj) = 2. Then by the two-point quadrangle rule, there is a 
unique point ij f w  in N(v) n N(xJ n N(y& and N(v) n N({j) n N(w) = 
{xi , yj]. The points already named exhaust N(v), since if z E N(v) - Kn, - 
K z f w, then d(z, w) = 2 in N(v), and the two-point quadrangle rule 
saTs’N(v) n N(z) n N(w) consists of exactly two independent points. These 
may be taken to be some xi and yj, whence by previous remarks z = ii. 
Furthermore, the ij are distinct. In fact, ij = kg implies that N(v) n N(ij) n 
N(w) contains xi , X~ , yj , and yn , so the two-point quadrangle rule forces 
i = k,j = q. 
It remains to show that ij N kq if and only if i = k or j = q. This will 
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complete the 1C, x K, structure. First we show ij .- ik when j f k (whence 
by symmetry ij ,- kj when i f k). Since u i ik, it suffices to prove 
d(ij, ik) f 2, so suppose d(ij, ik) = 2. Note that the only point in N(U) n N(w) 
adjacent to both ij and ik is xi, so the two-point quadrangle rule in N(G) 
yields N(q) n N(ik) = (xi, KY>, with Y # i to prevent xi - KS. Then the 
two-point quadrangle rule also implies N(xJ n N(W) = (ij , ikj, co~tradi~t~~~ 
xi - x, - P-S. Thus ij - ik. 
Finally, if i f k, j # 4, then d(ij, kq) = 2, because otherwise N(G) r\ 
N(g) n N(xXL) contains xi, kj, and kq, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let H be a connected graph with the stipofig quadrangle rzde 
in which some neighborhood is a K, x K,, Then every neighborhood is a 
K, x K,,, . 
ProqC Let N(w) = IC, x KnL. Then for every v in N(w), N(v) I? N(w) 
does not contain three independent points. By Lemma 3.6 every N(C), 
v E N(W), is again a product K, x KS , where Y and s possibly vary with G. 
But then repeating the argument and using connectivity of H, we see that 
every neighborhood has such a structure. That the size is constant follows 
because N(w) n N(U) is the union of the column and row of N(W) passing 
thru v (thinking again of the (n x m)-array) with v deleted, which has a 
structure K+, w KT,,-I (disjoint). 
Reduction of 3.2 to 3.5 
Most of this reduction is the following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be a graph in which every neighborhood is a A& x K,, : 
n, m possibly varying, and let d(x, y) = 2fiu x, y in V(H). Then N(x) ,q N(J) 
is a disjoijlt union of cycles of even length at least 4. 
Proof. Since N(x) is a K, x K,, , the only induced cycles it contains are 
?-cycles and cycles of even length. N(x) n X(y) cannot contain a 3-cycle uvw, 
because then N(U) could not be a K, x lir,, . It remains to show N(x) n N(y) 
is regular of degree 2. Let z E N(x) A N(y). Then because N(z) is also of the 
form K, x IC, , there is a unique C, in N(z) containing x and y, say uxzty, 
and N(x) n N(y) n N(z) = (u, u]. ED, 
To tomplete the reduction, note that 3.8 yields the stro 
so one may apply 3.7 to see that the n, m are constant. 
this directly, even without restricting the size of the N(v) n N(w). It is not 
true, however, that only one type of induced subgraph N(x) n N(y) can 
occur in the conclusion of 3.8. In BJ<f,> one gets C, and CT4 v  C4 (disjoint). 
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Proof of Theorem 3.5 
Step 0. Ordering the bases. 
To facilitate an inductive proof of Theorem 3.5 we introduce a lexicographic 
ordering of the bases of a matroid. Thinking of the bases as subsets of size n 
of L = (1, 2,..., n + m}, we fix one base b = (l,..., n}. We observe that all 
bases at distance d from b in the base graph have the form b - I + J, where 
I C b, J C L - b, and / I / = j J 1 = d. We define an ordering on the pairs 
ofsets(I,J)withIIj = IJI. 
DEFINITION 3.5. We say that (I, J) < (I’, J’) if one of the following is 
satisfied : 
(i) j I I < I I’ 1, i.e., b - I + J is closer to b than b - I’ + J’. 
(ii) / II = I I’ / and if I = {rl < r2 < *.a < r3, I’ = {or’ < r2’ < 
*** < pi’), then there is a k with r1 = pl’, r2 = Ye’,..., rk = rkt, r,e+l < r6+1 . 
(iii) I=I’andifJ=(s,<s,<...<sS,J’={s,‘<s,’<...<si’}, 
then there is a k with s, = s,‘, sz = So’,..., sk = sk’, slefl < s;+~ . 
We say that b - I + J < b - I’ + J’ if and only if (I, J) < (I’, J’). 
We can arrange the bases or labels of the points of B,,, appearing in 
N(b - I + J) in an (n x m)-rectangular array N(1, J) called the standard 
matrix. To identify the elements in N(I, J), let I = {rr < r2 < ... < ri), 
J={sl <s, < a.. < si}, b - I = {t 1< t2 < ... < tnpi}, L - b - J = 
1% < *2 < *.. < u&. The first ri - i elements of b - I form a subset of b 
we call b,; it consists of those elements of b - Iless than some element of I. 
Similarly we define b,* to be the first si - i elements of L - b - J. We index 
the rows of N(I, J) by s, , s2 ,..., si , tl ,..., tami and the columns by r, , r2 ,..., pi, 
241 )..., z&-i . In the c&position we put the label b - I + J - {IX} + {p}, 
denoted (01, /I). Thus each row induces a K, and each column induces a I(, 
in N(b - I + J). Let S be the set of labels (ol, /3) in N(I, J) with 01 E J - b, 
orpEI-- b,*. 
LEMMA 3.6. The set of labels in N(I, J) that appear in N(I’, J’) for some 
(I’, J’) < (I, J), together with b if / 11 = 1, is precisely the set S. 
Proof. The case I I I = 0 is obvious. Furthermore, the point in B,,, 
associated with any label in N(I, J) - S is at least a distance 2 from the 
point associated with (I’, J’) whenever (I’, J’) < (I, J). Hence no label in 
N(1, J) - S could occur in N(I’, J’) with (I’, J’) < (I, J). 
To show that S is contained in the indicated set, let LX E J - b, and 
,5EI-bb,*.Thenb-r+J’=b-I+J--+rriandb-II”+J”= 
b - I + J - si + /3 are less than b - I + J. Furthermore, N(I’, J’) includes 
all but the ith element of the c&h row of N(I, J), and N(I”, J”) includes all 
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but the ith element of the /3th column of N(1, 9). This gives everything but 
(si , ri). If \ I / = 1, this is b; otherwise, (si 9 r;> E N(l - {vi , rr], 9 - isi , ,T~))- 
Step 1. The inductive process. 
We define the NP-covering or “multilabeling” p: B,,,, 4 H inductively 
according to the ordering of (I, J). Let zjO be an arbitrary point of N and label 
it b = (I, 2,..., n). Since N(vO) is a K, x Km we may assign the labels of N(b) 
to N(Q) so that adjacent labels correspond to adjacent points. Now suppose 
that the point u t V(H) has received the label b - I + J. As the induction: 
hypothesis, we assume that all labels in N(I’, J’), with (I’, J’) < (I? J) have 
been assigned to points of H and that p restricted to Njb’, J’) gives an iso-, 
morphism with N(p(b - I’ + J’)). We must define p on N(b - IL Ji so 
that it gives an isomorphism with N(v). From Lemma 3.6 we know that p has. 
already been defined on the subset S of N(1, J). Thus we must first show 
that p, restricted to S is one-to-one, preserves adjacency, preserves non- 
adjacency, and that@) C N(v). Then we must extendp properly to N(1, J) -- S. 
We use the notation given before Lemma 3.6. In particular we refer to labels 
in N(I, J) by their coordinates (01, /3). 
Step 2. In S, p preserves adjacencies and p(S) C N(u). 
Let 01 E J - bO; then b - I + J - CI + ri < b -- I $ 9 and by induction 
the adjacent labels b - I + J and {(oI,~) / j E 9 u (L - b - J>) have been 
assigned to a K,,, in H during the definition of p on fi(b - I + J - o -I- ri). 
Dually for /3 E I - b,*, onehasb-I+J---si+p<b-I+J,andtbe 
adjacent labels b - 4 t J and {(i, /3) j i E J u (b - I>} have been assigned to 
a J-L, in d-p during the definition of p on fi(b - % + J - si + /!I). 
Two cases remain to be proved. The cases are duals of one another and 
we will work with only one of them. If 01’, a” E J - b, , ,8 E L - b - J -- b,,“, 
then we must show that p(b - I + ,fl - 0~’ -+ S) = w and p(b -- P ~~ .f -- 
01” + p) = w’ are adjacent. The induction hypothesis implies t 
in N(.J - I”~ + 01’, 9) and N(I - ri f E”, J) have been assigned correctly. Let 
~r=p(l?--fJ---‘+~~)and21’=p(b--9J---~f1.~);hencc~~‘.-- 
U’ N u ,- w in N(v) and d(w’, u) = 2 = d(w, u’). We note that N(u’) n N(w) 3 
-CO, u], and hence there is a unique point x E N(u’) n N(-IV) n N(u) such that 
d(x, v) = 2. The quadrangle rule forces the label b - 11 J - 3’ - 2:” I 
F t yi to be assigned to X. By induction, referring to the labels of N(Qg 
we have x - w’. Hence ~7’ is the unique point in N(u) completing a gi, with 
s - u - u, Since N(U) n N(w) is a C, including u9 v, and x, we have w ,- w’. 
Summarizing, we have shown that adjacency in H corresponds to adjacency 
given by the labels and, more generally, adjacencies implied by the previously 
assigned labels of NV, J) apply in p(S) C H. 
Step 3. In S, p preserves nonadjacencies and is one-to-one. 
Suppose the labels (01, 8), (a’, /I?‘) with 01 + CL’, p # ,& in .S’ have been 
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assigned to the points w and w’ in H. If 01 E J - b, , the pointsp(b - I + J - 
01 + r), for y E L - b - J, form a K, C N(v). By the K, x K, structure, 
no two of the points can be adjacent to w’. Since p(b - I + J - 01 + P’) is 
adjacent to w’, w  is not adjacent to w’. We reason dually if p E Z - b,*. 
Step 2 showed that adjacent labels are assigned to adjacent, and hence 
distinct, points. Thus, to show p is one-to-one in S, it suffices to show that 
any pair of labels (01, p), (a’, p’) with ai. f a’, ,8 # ,8’ are assigned to distinct 
points in N(v). We first consider 01 = si (leaving the dual case of fi = ri). 
If ,L3’ = ri , then the labels (si, /I), ( OI’, ri) E N(I - ri , J - si) and were 
already assigned to points at distance 2 from one another. If 8’ + ri and 
a’ EJ - b,, 01’ f si , then (CL’, Y) is adjacent to (a’, ri), which was assigned 
in N(I - ri , J - si) to a point at distance 2 from that labeled by (si , p). 
Similarly if 01’ $ J - bO and p’ E I - b,* - {pi}, we note that (si , p) and 
(si , ri) were assigned to adjacent points while in N(I - p’, J - si), (si , ri) 
and (a’, /3’) were assigned to points a distance 2 apart. 
We now consider the case 01, 01’ f si and p, /3’ + ri . If 01 E J - b, - isi], 
consideration of the assignments of the labels (01, fl), (IX, ri), and (a’, p’) shows 
that (01, p) and (01, ri) are assigned to adjacent points, while (a’, /3’) and 
(01, ri) are assigned to nonadjacent points. Thus (01, ,8) and (a’, p’) are assigned 
to distinct points. Dually, if p E I - b,* - (ri} we consider the assignments of 
(01, P>, (sip P>, and (a’, rS’>. 
Step 4. Dejinition of p on the remainder of N(I, J). 
Let 01 E b - I - b, , p EL - b - J - b,* and consider the labels (si , vi), 
(si , ,8) and (01, us) which were assigned to u, u’, u”, respectively. Just as (01, p) 
is the unique label in N(1, J) forming a C, with the previous of these labels, 
there is a unique point w  in N(v) forming a C, with the previous three. Using 
the structure of the K, x K, , we see that this assignment of labels gives an 
isomorphism between N(b - I + J) and N(v). 
We continue this process by induction until we have exhausted the (“im) 
labels of the complete base graph. It remains to observe that p is onto. This 
follows from the connectedness of H and the fact that if a point in H has 
been labeled, its neighborhood has also been labeled. Thusp is an NP-covering 
of H by B,,,, . Q.E.D. 
As pointed out in Section 2, the graphs He, B5,J(fi), etc., do not satisfy 
the quadrangle rule, though they are NP-covered by the corresponding B,,, . 
We can weaken the hypotheses of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 in order to include 
all these cases by assuming, instead of the strong quadrangle rule, the 
following. If 21, 2)’ E V(H) are at a distance 2, then N(v) n N(v’) is the disjoint 
union of 15~‘s. The proofs go through without change. 
We also remark that at the beginning it was not clear to us why the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 implied that the graph H is finite, let alone that 
j V(H)1 is bounded by (“I”). We have no direct proof of these facts. 
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4. COMMENTS AND PROBLEMS 
Theorem 3.1 cries out for generali2ation. Unfortunately the correct form 
of such a generalization is obscure. A first conjecture would be to consider 
connected graphs with the quadrangle rule such that for each point c there 
exist n, m with N(v) an induced subgraph of K’, x K, I BJnfortunateiy this 
last requirement is true of the graph H in Fig. 1, which, because h(H) .= ill, 
has no nontrivial NP-coverings. Considering the pairs II, yy1 that occttr there, 
one sees that N(v), v as in the figure, is an induced subgraph of k, x i’(I 
or of KS x KS , while N(x) is an induced subgraph of KS x KS but of neither 
of the former. According to the labeling procedures for a base graph (pa&Q 
described in the proof of 2.5), however, the pairs n, m that work for one N(C) 
in a base graph must work for all. 
Thus one might require the pairs n, nz to be the same for all points. Here 
again we offer a counterexample. The graph N in Fig. 3 has all N(u) made of 
4 nonadjacent points (in fact H has a transitive automorphism group) and 
has the quadrangle rule. It is not a base graph, as one may check by trying 
to label it with labels from B4,1 . Only the &cube could be a base graph 
candidate to M-cover H, which fails because H has 14 points. Also j7(Ii) == 
Cl) again. 
F;G. 3. A non-base graph with isomorphic N(G) not NP-covered by- a base graph. 
Since in any case a nonconnected neighborhood such as occurs in the iast 
example arises only in separable matroids (essentially direct sums), one 
could further refine the hypotheses to require each N(v) connected and an 
induced subgraph of the same K, x Km, hoping there by to characterize graphs 
NP-covered by base graphs of nonseparable matroids. Even then it is not 
clear what global condition (number of points?) would serve to distinguish 
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base graphs from graphs merely NP-covered by base graphs. But here we have 
neither proofs nor counterexamples. 
As a last remark on the strength of the quadrangle rule, we point out that 
it does not imply that neighborhoods are induced subgraphs of some 
K, x Km. In fact the 4-cube with major diagonals adjoined as lines has 
diameter 2 and the quadrangle rule. Add another point u to the graph 
adjacent to all previous points. The quadrangle rule is preserved and neigh- 
borhoods are no longer induced subgraphs of any K, x Km . 
We do not know if the strong quadrangle rule forces K, x Km neighbor- 
hoods, but a minimal counterexample would be quite large-probably with 
all degrees > 56. In fact, using a definition from the proof of Lemma 3.6, 
we easily see that neighborhoods N(u) in a counterexample are regular of 
diameter 2 and satisfy the two point quadrangle rule, so that neighborhoods 
in N(v) are like Kn, u Kn, u *a* u K%, (disjoint) Y > 3, with 1~ + a.. + n, 
constant. Such N(U) are rare. If each yli = 1, N(r) was considered in [l 11. 
For r = 5, one has the 4-cube with major diagonals adjoined, which checking 
shows not to lead to a counterexample. For I” = 10, there is a unique possible 
N(Y) of order 56 which we have not checked. If some 7zi f 1, brute force 
checking eliminates small cases. 
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